On the field, performance is everything. Your ability to deliver an exceptional experience to your audience is at the heart of everything we do. Our unwavering commitment to quality and passion for excellence drives our mission to provide the highest performing products on the market today.

From athletic field marking paints to specialty coatings, janitorial products, floor polishes and more, our products are carefully crafted to perform at the highest level for improving your image while reducing the environmental impact in the process.

With over 30 years of manufacturing experience, a seasoned and knowledgeable direct sales team along with distributors across the globe, USSC is well equipped to provide an exceptional line of products with the unparalleled customer support you deserve.

We truly value your business. Thank you for your trust and confidence.
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Aerosol Marking Paint

DURA STRIPE
MARKING PAINT
for Natural Surfaces

Our top selling product is brighter and more durable than any paint in its class. Zero side-effects on natural grass. Universal spray tip for crisp, sharp lines in all applications. No stains on clothing when dry. Dozens of colors in stock, including fluorescents, with custom color-matching available. Low Odor, Lowest VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds), Highest percent Solids.

- Non-clogging. Cans will empty completely
- Safe for the user, environment and all varieties of grass
- Extremely Durable, will not wash away with rain and elements
- Bright White and in 100 vivid colors

DURASTRIPEMARKING PAINT
for Natural Surfaces

USSC “T” Spray Tip
Aerosol Field Marking cans come standard with a custom “T” spray tip for crisp, wide athletic field lines.

Pantone Color Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>191C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>187C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>181C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt Orange</td>
<td>167C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal Red</td>
<td>193C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgundy</td>
<td>190C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon</td>
<td>1817C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>147C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>802C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turf Green</td>
<td>576C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Green</td>
<td>371C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandy Gold</td>
<td>3438C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Gold</td>
<td>117C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas Gold</td>
<td>125C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan</td>
<td>132C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>129C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Purple</td>
<td>269C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>322U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teal</td>
<td>635C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>2025U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.C. Blue</td>
<td>2935U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Blue</td>
<td>277C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Blue</td>
<td>450C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>450C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reflective, high performance marking paint for athletic surfaces. Paint bright, durable, reflective lines and logos on Soccer, Football, Lacrosse and Baseball fields. Contains extra brighteners for ultimate daytime reflectivity and nighttime visibility.

**DuraStripeXL Fat Can**

- 26 oz. Fat Can contains 44% more paint than standard DuraStripe cans.
- More efficient, save time & money
- XL cans completely empties without clogging
- Twelve 26 oz. by weight cans per case

**EcoStripe (Water-Based)**

Eco-friendly, water-based line marking paint for athletic fields and golf courses.
- High performance, eco-friendly & economical
- Safe for use on all varieties of natural grass or synthetic turf
- Available in white and several bright, durable colors

**SprayChalk (Temporary)**

Temporary and completely removable marking chalk for synthetic turf fields, asphalt & concrete.
- Easily removable without the use of a strong remover
- Removes completely from synthetic turf fields, no ghosting
- Available in bright white and several vibrant colors

**Duraglow**

Reflective, high performance marking paint for athletic surfaces. Paint bright, durable, reflective lines and logos on Soccer, Football, Lacrosse and Baseball fields. Contains extra brighteners for ultimate daytime reflectivity and nighttime visibility.

**Perma-Turf Paint**

Safely mark permanent lines, logos or green out existing lines on synthetic field turf with our extremely durable Perma-Turf aerosol paint. Available in bright white and 27 standard colors.
- Safe for use as permanent marking paint on all synthetic surfaces

**Strip-X (Removable)**

A true removable water base paint that’s easy to use and safe for all substrates. This paint contains proprietary resin binders that wrinkle and become loose when STRIPE-X or PAINTOFF remover is applied. The remover is not a petroleum based solvent but contains water-based chemicals that break up the binder and allows the coating to come apart.

**DURASTRIPE MARKING PAINT for Natural Surfaces**

**US SPECIALTY COATINGS | USSC**

[www.usscproducts.com](http://www.usscproducts.com)
Utility Marking Paint

UTILITY MARKING Paints & Chalk
Top Quality, extremely durable, bright, easily identifiable upside down aerosol paint to mark underground utilities, construction zones, excavating sites, survey lines and color coding. Available in all APWA colors plus custom color matching. Upside down aerosol spray cans fitted with narrow UMA utility marking aerosol spray tips to provide crisp sharp markings.

Aerosol Marking Wand
Three foot tall striping wand, with a spray trigger on top and a small detachable wheel at the bottom to spray upside down inverted aerosol marking paint cans.

Aerosol hand Wand
One foot tall striping hand wand / hand gun with a spray trigger to assist in spraying upside down inverted aerosol marking paint cans. Ships ready to use.

APWA Uniform Color Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed Excavation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINK</td>
<td>(PMS 806)</td>
<td>Temporary Survey Markings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>(PMS 1795)</td>
<td>Electric Power Lines, Cables, Conduit and Lighting Cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>(PMS 108)</td>
<td>Gas, Oil, Steam, Petroleum or Gaseous Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>(PMS 144)</td>
<td>Communication, Alarm or Signal Lines, Cables or Conduit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>(13.5 parts process, 2.5 parts reflex)</td>
<td>Potable Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPLE</td>
<td>(PMS 253)</td>
<td>Reclaimed Water, Irrigation and Slurry Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>(PMS 3415)</td>
<td>Sewers and Drain Lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(UMA) Utility Marking Aerosol spray tips work perfectly with USSC spray wands. Trigger adjustment may be necessary with competitors wand.

Utility Locater Services | Golf Courses | Logging | Traffic Striping Layout
Surveying | Landscaping | Athletic Fields

US SPECIALTY COATINGS
WWW.USSCPRODUCTS.COM
This machine is equipped with large diameter ALL TERRAIN wheels that roll smoothly and maneuver easily over rough field conditions.

All Terrain Machines have wide axles for better stability and a smoother roll.

**SS-8**
Perfect for traffic lines on parking lots, warehouses, synthetic turf fields or baseball field sidelines. 8 inch wheels.

**SS-10**
This striping machine is perfect for everyday field striping. It’s 10” diameter wheels make for a smooth roll and less effort.

**SS-AT**
This machine is equipped with large diameter ALL TERRAIN wheels that roll smoothly and maneuver easily over rough field conditions.

**SS-2CAT**
This machine was designed for spraying two cans at opposite angles, covering both sides of the grass blades in a single pass.

**SS-ATWH**
The unique wide handle machine offers more stability while reducing user fatigue. Perfect for multi-field striping.

**SHARP STRIPE MACHINE**
SHARP STRIPE Striping machines are compact, sturdy and easy to use. Designed for use with “T” tip aerosol paint cans. Perfect for traffic lines on parking lots, warehouses and painting lines on natural or synthetic athletic fields.

- All metal construction is durable, sturdy & easy to roll.
- Designed to spray 1 can 90 degrees down and store 12 cans
- Adjustable spray cable tension for cans and tips of different types
- All of our machines will accommodate 18 - 26 oz. cans
- Adjustable deck for desired spray width
- Compact, foldable for easy storage & transport

**USSC “T” Spray Tip**
Aerosol Field Marking cans come standard with a custom “T” spray tip for crisp, wide athletic field lines.
Bulk Marking Paint

AquaStripe

BULK ATHLETIC FIELD MARKING PAINT for Natural Surfaces

Our flagship water-based athletic field marking paint available in various concentrations in 1-to-5 gallon containers. Some dilute with up to 4 parts water. Non-combustible, non-clogging, non-settling, low odor and low VOC. Safer for the environment and the user. Safe for all varieties of natural grass. Available in dozens of vibrant colors with custom color-matches available quickly.

#1 Standard
Entry level, bid grade, bulk field marking paint designed for practice field applications, or where budget is a factor. AquaStripe Standard performs as good if not better than most expensive bulk field paint offered by other companies.

#2B Select
Economical choice, high quality, provides excellent coverage, good whiteness, durability and performance. Recommended when applicator does not want to thin the paint. A great choice for high schools, parks & recreation departments and soccer clubs. If needed it can easily be thinned with equal parts of water.

#4B Premium
Good choice for Collegiate, High School, and recreational athletic fields. Coaches appreciate its extra brightness, whiteness, hiding power and ease of use. It’s a high solids, concentrated formula that can be sprayed as is, or can easily be diluted with 2-3 parts water.
Low-Temp was designed to dry faster than conventional field marking paint, formulated with a special latex and additives that dry at lower temperatures. This grade offers good coverage, whiteness, durability and excellent overall performance.

#10 Concentrate
Formulated with high levels of top quality raw materials, namely premium prime pigments for extreme brightness and coverage. Contains top quality acrylic latex resins for maximum durability and the ability to accommodate a high dilution ratio with water without settling.

#10B Concentrate + Brighteners
The same high performance #10 Concentrate but with extra xenon brighteners for maximum day time brightness and reflectivity under night-time stadium lights.

#10 Ready to Spray
RTS is the brightest, whitest, longest lasting, easiest to use bulk athletic field paint on the market. It contains premium pigments for extreme brightness and top quality acrylic resins for maximum durability and staying power. Pre-mixed, non-settling ready to spray (RTS) formula.

- Super-concentrated formula will dilute up to 5 parts water
- 1 Gallon container reduces shipping cost, handling efforts, and storage space
- Super-Friendly to the environment and the user
- 27 Standard Colors. We can custom match any PMS color

#4 Premium Low-Temp
Low-Temp was designed to dry faster than conventional field marking paint, formulated with a special latex and additives that dry at lower temperatures. This grade offers good coverage, whiteness, durability and excellent overall performance.

#56 Professional
Top paint choice of professional Turf Managers, athletic field ground keepers. Extremely vibrant, easy to use, high solids, excellent coverage, durable athletic field marking paint. Fortified with XENON for extra brightness and night time reflectivity.

Professional (VOC-FREE)
Zero VOC carries on the Aquastripe tradition of superior performance and durability with our exclusive VOC Free formula that’s friendly to the environment and safe for the user. It’s responsible chemistry, without compromising quality.
**Bulk Marking Paint**

**AquaStripe**

**AMERICA’S CHOICE FOR MARKING PAINT**

Over 50 standard colors in stock. Bright, vibrant colors. We can match any custom color or a paint grade to meet any specification, special requirements or a competitor’s product. All our water based formulations are non-flammable, non-clogging, non-settling, low odor and contain very low VOC’s. AQUASTRIPE is safe for the environment, the user and all varieties of natural grass, just choose the color that best suits your needs.

**WATER-BASED COLORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pantone Color Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aquastripe Cube

Athletic field line marking paint packaged in a two and half gallon box for use in battery machine. Direct from manufacturer, reasonably priced, top quality paint for use in pioneer athletics battery operated athletic field line striping machine.

- Same quality and characteristics of competitor’s paint but better pricing
- Ready to use, non settling formula. Attach carton to the battery striping machine and spray
- We guarantee price savings and with better quality

I-GO COMPATIBLE

Athletic field line paint at a better price than the imported “impact” field paint. No need to pay an exorbitant price for imported technology. We offer the same type container, the same quality paint, the same performance as IMPACT paint, but at a lower price.

- Contains same amounts of prime pigments and optical brighteners as IMPACT paint
- Contains the same amount of percent solids and latex solids as IMPACT paint
- Has the same durability, atomization and coverage as IMPACT paint
TRUE REMOVABLE ATHLETIC FIELD MARKING PAINT
for Synthetic Surfaces

A true removable water base paint that is easy to use and safe for all substrates. This paint contains proprietary resin binders that wrinkle up and become loose when USSC STRIPE X remover or PAINTOFF remover is applied. The remover is not a petroleum based solvent but contains water-based chemicals that breaks-up the binder in the paint and makes it come apart.

- Safe, water based Acrylic Latex Formula
- Available in Bright White and 10 vivid in stock colors and custom color matching if needed
- Can be thinned with equal parts of water
- Safely use with airless or battery operated bulk spray machines

STRIPE-X Paint Remover
Paint Remover / deodorizer for synthetic field turf. Remove unwanted, old paint lines from synthetic field turf and other substrates. It will not hurt or damage the synthetic turf filaments or infill. Scent of fresh oranges.

- Use stiff bristle broom or a power scrubber for agitation
- Water-based formula, contains no petroleum solvents

PaintOff Paint Remover
Heavy duty solvent based paint remover for stripping hard to remove paint, and ghosted lines from synthetic field turf.

- Super-concentrate, solvent-based
- Use stiff bristle broom or a power scrubber for agitation
- For use only by qualified field technicians. Hazardous, see label precautions
Field Commander

The Field Commander® utilizes a “one machine, one operator” concept. This machine can groom, condition, level, paint, stripe lines, apply logos, end zone markings, yard markers, and coaching boxes on both natural and synthetic turf. It also sprays water, chemicals, disinfectants for both indoor and outdoor applications — you can even paint curbs and control weeds!

For multipurpose synthetic fields the Field Commander® allows you to remove current painted lines/logos and make new ones in just a few short hours — which means more events can be scheduled creating additional revenue while reducing labor costs.

Port-A-Scrub Remover

The Port-A-Scrub Synthetic Turf Paint Remover is excellent for removal of temporary athletic field marking paints from artificial turf surfaces. Operator friendly, saves you time, money and labor costs. Used in both indoor and outdoor venues. It is a quick, efficient, multipurpose machine with two 12 inch counter rotating cylindrical brushes which allow this portable scrubber to clean both sides of the synthetic grass fiber as it glides back and forth in forward or reverse with little effort. A one gallon fresh water tank is conveniently located on the handle and is easily removed for quick filling. The brushes are also easy to remove and change, no tools are required.

Infrared Turf Thermometer

The Infrared thermometer is easy to use, and since it does not have to make contact with the turf, it is a quick way to determine the surface temperature of artificial turf. You can use the Infrared Thermometer to determine artificial turf canopy temperature to be sure the field is safe for use.

- Large, easy to read LCD back lit display
- Laser Pointer
- Display Hold (7 seconds)
**Sprayers**

**15 & 25 Gallon Spot Sprayer**
- 15 Gallon Corrosion Resistant Polyethylene Tank
- In Tank Filter System
- 12 Volt Pump; 1.0 G.P.M; 35 P.S.I (Part # 5275086)
- R1LAM Handgun - Spray Up To 15’ (Part # 5163100)
- 15’ of 3/8” Rubber Hose
- 10’ Wire Harness With Battery Clips (Part # 5278017)
- Tank Drain

**110 & 150 Gallon Trailer Sprayer**
- 110 Gallon tank
- Walking tandem axle
- Adjustable hitch and 1 7/8” ball hitch included
- 20 x 8 x 10 pneumatic tires
- 5 HP engine driven centrifugal pump (0-40 PSI)
- Electric remote control
- 3 section 11 nozzle boom (18’ coverage)
- Diaphragm check valves

**Solo Sprayers**
Solo Sprayers are built tough and made to last. That is why they are the first choice of athletic field managers, professional landscapers and do-it-yourselfers everywhere. In fact, SOLO has earned global recognition for superior quality spraying equipment since 1948. We carry a full line of pump & battery powered hand-held or backpack sprayers in stock ready to ship.

**Spray Hawk** Walk Behind Sprayer
The Greenman Spray Hawk is ideal for greens and other areas not suitable for large and heavy sprayers. 15 gallon corrosion resistant polyethylene tank
- Aluminum frame (unit weighs 29lbs/13kg)
- Spray gun & pressure gauge
- Semi-pneumatic tires
- Adjustable rear handle
- Adjustable rear wheel

**Spray Mate** Pull-Behind Folding Boom Sprayer
12V battery powered precision liquid application with a 10 gallon (38L) tank provides exceptional maneuverability and convenience. This Greenman boom sprayer is the ideal option for quick jobs in limited access areas not suitable for large and heavy sprayers.
- PSI pressure gauge for continual monitoring
- Large pull handle with power switch for convenient operational control
- Convenient battery charging cable
- Folding spray booms For easy transportation and storage
GREENSGROOMER EQUIPMENT
for Synthetic Surfaces

GreensGroomer offers a wide variety of commercial grade equipment to make turf maintenance easier, less expensive, and more efficient. When it comes to cleaning, grooming, disinfecting, or de-compacting, GreensGroomer has the right products, at the right price.

**Synthetic Groomer 920SDE**
When it comes to cleaning, grooming, disinfecting, or de-compacting, GreensGroomer has the right products, at the right price. The Synthetic Groomer with its second generation brush design, conditions synthetic turf surfaces while delivering greater labor efficiencies, ease of operation, and a lower total cost of ownership.

Simple in design with a heavy-duty construction, the focal point of this patented design are the precise brush dimensions and angles. This allows grooming in four directions, standing up turf fibers and leveling infill material.

- Stands up Synthetic Fibers
- True One-Pass Performance
- Superior Balance for Consistent Grooming
- Used in Wet and Dry Conditions
- Patented Quadruple Direction Design
- Works on All infield Surfaces

**GREENZAPR (UV SANITIZER)**
Introduced in 2011, the GreenZapr® represents a new paradigm in synthetic turf safety. Built around germicidal ultraviolet (UVC) lights, the GreenZapr disinfects synthetic surfaces with powerful exposure, instantly destroying harmful micro-organisms.

From viruses such as Hepatitis, STAPH, and E-Coli to Salmonella, HIV and the Influenza viruses, GreenZapr creates the ultimate benchmark for field safety. Unlike chemical methods which can allow for microbes to develop into “super-bugs”, UVC acts on the cellular level, destroying the DNA of the organism.

The standard 3-pass treatment places over 6,707μW/ cm2 of UVC energy on any given portion of the field — killing all harmful micro-organisms.

Power for the unit is provided by a reliable on-board gas generator. Optionally, the unit can be equipped with rechargeable gel cell batteries that provide a more convenient, safe option for indoor settings.

**LitterKat Turf Sweeper**
Removal of surface debris has never been easier. The LitterKat is designed to sweep up light debris from the turf surface without displacing infill material. It’s the perfect choice for keeping your synthetic sports field clean, safe and ready for action.

The LitterKat is a ground-driven design built around a heavy-duty steel chassis for durability and low-maintenance. This design allows for towing by lightweight utility carts. The durable powder coat finish allows for easy clean-up and is wash-down safe.

- Direct Drive for continuous pickup regardless of speed.
- Dual 12 volt vibrators quickly separate unwanted trash and debris while redistributing infill back to the surface.
- Equipped with a tow behind magnet for pickup of unwanted ferrous objects.
- High quality bearings provide smooth, long-term operation.
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Synthetic Turf

Infill Turf Systems

Tall pile, in-filled turf systems which look and feel like natural grass are the standard for most football and soccer fields these days. Over the years, improvements in technology have allowed the industry to develop turf systems that minimize the problems of the past: turf burn, foot lock and turf toe. These improvements have led to the rapid growth in the popularity of synthetic turf fields, and Challenger Sports continue to looks for ways to enhance the functionality, longevity, performance and recyclability of turf products.

Selection
Challenger one of the oldest and largest synthetic turf manufacturers in the United States, they continuously invest in new equipment. Not only has this made them more efficient, but with so many machines, they can efficiently run almost any stitch gauge desired.

Recyclable Backing
While the backing may not be the most exciting element of a synthetic turf system, any school who is replacing an old turf field knows how important it is. The ability to recycle 80,000 to 100,000 square feet of turf becomes very important.

Challenger’s (patented or proprietary) DuraFlo is an all polyolefin backing system that is 100% recyclable and up to 50% more permeable than perforated urethane backed products.

Design Capabilities
Challenger Sports & USSC will work with the installers, the schools and facility operators to develop turf systems to match their specific needs.

Infill Turf Systems

Tall pile, in-filled turf systems which look and feel like natural grass are the standard for most football and soccer fields these days. Over the years, improvements in technology have allowed the industry to develop turf systems that minimize the problems of the past: turf burn, foot lock and turf toe. These improvements have led to the rapid growth in the popularity of synthetic turf fields, and Challenger Sports continue to looks for ways to enhance the functionality, longevity, performance and recyclability of turf products.

Selection
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Recyclable Backing
While the backing may not be the most exciting element of a synthetic turf system, any school who is replacing an old turf field knows how important it is. The ability to recycle 80,000 to 100,000 square feet of turf becomes very important.
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Design Capabilities
Challenger Sports & USSC will work with the installers, the schools and facility operators to develop turf systems to match their specific needs.

Challenger artificial grass is second to none in the synthetic turf industry. They are a wholesale manufacturer of high-quality artificial turf products that are ideal indoor and outdoor fields.

Challenger Industries has been in business for 25 years and is still growing strong. By integrating all the manufacturing components under one roof, their products are literally built from the ground up.

Their commitment to service and quality has made Challenger one of one of the most well-known and trusted wholesale manufacturers in the industry.
Non-Infill Turf Systems

DPXP
This turf combines slit film with a texturized polyethylene for a look that is more like natural grass.

DPPE
This turf system features a textured polyethylene that offers an excellent ball roll. It is our workhorse turf for indoor sports applications. DPPE is a 36 oz polyethylene product that provides a much less abrasive surface than nylon or polypropylene and provides superior wear resistance.

This turf is perfect for arenas, sports training facilities, batting cages and more. It comes standard in a blend color, in 15 foot widths and a 5mm foam backing, but other colors and thicker backing options are available via custom order.

Turf Mats
Challenger Sports offers the highest quality synthetic turf mats available on the market. Their advanced engineering produces mats that are chosen for their durability, performance and a natural appearance.

Commercial Grade Golf Mats
- Sizes: 3 x 5, 4 x 5, 5 x 5
- 100% Green / Environmentally Friendly
- Commercial ULTRA pro grade golf practice mat is perfect for home use or on the go
- Professional grade quality and our most robust commercial mat
- 5mm foam backing

On Deck Circles
- Sizes: 3 x 5, 4 x 5, 5 x 5
- Sizes: 5’ Diameter, 6’ Diameter
- Colors: Turf Green, Clay, Red, Blue, Black, White, Yellow and Orange (custom colors available upon request)
- Protect your field from wear and tear on deck circles
- 5mm foam backing

Pitchers Mats
- Size: 4’ x 12’
- Color: Turf Green
- Pitchers mats are portable synthetic turf baseball mats that are great for batting practice, both indoors or outdoors
- This high quality mat features a 5 mm attached foam shock pad and great for on field use or in a batting cage

Home Plate & Catchers Mats
- Size: 6’ x 12’ Batting Mat with 6’ x 6” Catchers Mat
- Colors: Turf Green
- The catchers mat on the back of the standard home plate makes the ultimate practice mat for your cage of field
- The Home Plate hitting mat is a portable synthetic turf batting mat that is great for batting practice, both indoors or outdoors
- This high quality mat features a 5 mm attached foam shock pad, white turf lines and a permanent home plate

Padding
Many non infill turf systems are constructed with either a 5mm or 8mm cushioned backing to provide a level of shock absorption and safety.

Velcro Seaming
For turf fields that will need to be portable in nature, they offer a Velcro seaming option that allows the turf to be uninstalled and reinstalled quickly and easily. This is an ideal option for indoor soccer fields and sports arenas.
Sporturf™ is part of the Controlled Products family with an extensive and storied history in the artificial turf industry. The founding partners were at the front lines of the first Turf Revolution in the 70’s, and in the ‘90s helped set the foundation for initial trials of the rubber filled turf systems known today. Sporturf’s design consultants & USSC are here to help you on any size project, from a professional sports field, or just building a top notch training facility.

Our team will walk you step by step in picking the perfect product for your facility and budget. This means educating you on each component of the turf product that you need, describing all of the choices that are available and then helping you determine what is best for you.

**Indoor Turf Systems**

Game Ready is what Sporturf™ delivers. In the world of indoor sports it is important to have a quality manufacturer that can deliver products that will perform in this unique environment. Sporturf’s indoor line up provides a high quality, high performance with a quick install and no mess solution for owners and athletes alike. If you are looking for a turnkey indoor solution that will deliver high quality results, look no further than Sporturf™ indoor.

**COMBAT TURF**

Combine the science of turf with the passion of athletics and your athletes will be quicker, stronger and better than ever with Combat Turf™.

A Combat Turf™ has all the advantages of previous generations of turf but it performs even higher in wear and resistance tests. The blend of nylon and polyethylene is an almost perfect 50/50 combination. These systems can also be portable with added 4” or 8” velcro.

**Outdoor Turf Systems**

**FAST GRASS AT740, 755, 755E**

This non-rubber infield turf has all the advantages of previous generations and perform even higher in wear and resistance tests. The blend of nylon and polyethylene is an almost perfect 50/50 combination. This gives you the true ball roll of a traditional nylon field, with the softness of the new generation rubber-filled turf. No rubber infill makes maintenance easier, and up to 10% cooler. These systems can also be portable with added 4” or 8” velcro.

**Available Colors:**

- Black
- Florida Blue
- Orange
- Red
- Terra Cotta
- White

**TRUE GRASS PL53, 407-40, 407-45**

This product is the premium athletic field product that has been tried and tested in the toughest conditions. This product also features the longest lasting fiber available, which makes it ideal for indoor and outdoor athletic fields. This product can be installed outdoors or indoors over concrete or a compacted aggregate base.

**Applications:**

- Baseball, Football, Indoor, Lacrosse
- Multipurpose, Playground

**Available Colors:**

- Black
- Florida Blue
- Red
- Orange
- Terra Cotta
- White
- Yellow

**Most used since 2004, Parallel slit film technology**
Outdoor Turf Systems

Sporturf™ is the leading synthetic turf surface company in the world. Their state-of-the-art laboratory provides the ability to develop products that exceed the requirements of all the individual sport’s governing bodies around the world. Safety and performance standards continue to be their focus in product development. If you are looking for a synthetic turf supplier that has the experience, longevity and passion ask your authorized USSC representative about Sporturf™ today.

**POWERHOUSE**

**2C-40Z, 2C-46Q, 2C-52H**

This is a high use field product. This product should be installed outdoors on a compacted aggregate base.

The PowerHouse series is made up of some of the most proven and durable fibers in the world. The 2C “Double Coverage” system allows for more face yarn to show off its beautiful colors. This 13,000 denier system will keep your field looking newer, longer.

**Features:**
Dual Parallel Slit Film, Over 50% More Wear Layer

**Applications:**
Football, Lacrosse, Soccer (Except 2C-52H)

**GAMECHANGER**

**3C-40Z, 3C-46Q, 3C-52H**

This is a multi sport field product. This product should be installed outdoors on a compacted aggregate base. The GameChanger series is the world’s first tufted fabric utilizing 3 cross sections per needle. The 3C “Triple Coverage” system allows for more face yarn to show off its beautiful colors. This 14,000 denier system will keep your field looking newer, longer with over 50% more yarn denier above the rubber infill.

**Features:**
Dual Mono-Slit Film, Triangle Light Reflection

**Applications:**
Football, Lacrosse, Soccer

**FIH71**

GameChanger T is a multi-sport field product that should be installed over a compacted aggregate base. It was designed to capitalize on the well-known existing benefits of a monofilament and slit film blend while adding an infill trapping texturized thatch. The shorter pile and thatch layer are perfectly suited for newer style alternative infill solutions.

**Applications:**
Field Hockey, Soccer

Available Colors: Powerhouse & Gamechanger

Black | Florida Blue | Orange | Red | Terra Cotta | White | Yellow

Available Colors: FIH71

White | Yellow
Newstripe EcoLiner II
Heavy duty, easy to use, reasonably priced, gasoline powered line marking paint striping machine.
- 4.5HP Subaru industrial gas engine, 45 psi diaphragm pump
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- No hazardous pressurized tanks
- 18 Month Limited Warranty

Newstripe EcoLiner SP
Self propelled, heavy duty, gas powered line marking paint striping machine.
- All the great standard features of the EcoLiner II, plus it is self-propelled
- 4.5HP Subaru industrial gas engine, 45 psi diaphragm pump
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- No hazardous pressurized tanks
- 18 Month Limited Warranty

Newstripe Scotsman
Low cost, very easy to use, hand pump pressure tank, bulk paint line marking striping spray machine.
- Four 8” wheels
- Side mounted spray head adjusts from 2” to 6” line
- Built-in hand pump pressurizes
- Mark 35 percent faster with the available CO2 power pack

Newstripe 4250 Airless
An economical high pressure airless paint striper with a lightweight design of 105 lbs.
- 10” pneumatic tires and four wheel design
- Fully adjustable, 0-3000 psi pump pressure
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Removable spray gun for hard to reach areas
- 36 Month Limited Warranty

Newstripe 4400 Airless
Delivers a high quality, professional performance from a compact easy to use design.
- 10” pneumatic tires and four wheel design
- Fully adjustable, 0-3000 psi pump pressure
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Removable spray gun for hard to reach areas
- 36 Month Limited Warranty

Newstripe 4600 SP Airless
Self-propelled professional quality stripper that will out perform other paint striping machines costing thousands more.
- No more pushing – self-propelled
- 10” pneumatic tires and four wheel design
- Fully adjustable, 0-3000 psi pump pressure
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Removable spray gun for hard to reach areas
- 36 Month Limited Warranty
**Graco FieldLazer S100**

The FieldLazer S100 is the preferred choice as a dedicated walk-behind field marking machine.

- Reduced paint consumption
- Produces bright lines from every angle
- Coats both sides of grass blade in a single pass
- Exclusive tall-wheel cart rolls easily over ruts
- Fast and easy line width adjustments

---

**Graco FieldLazer 3400**

Perfect for small parking lots, mini malls, seal coating contractors, schools and park and recreation departments.

- Cross-over turf/pavement tire optimized for field and pavement line marking
- 0-3300 psi adjustable electronic pressure control
- High efficiency Honda engine
- Adjustable ergonomic handle bars
- 36 Month Limited Warranty

---

**Graco FieldLazer 3900**

The LineLazer V 3900 is the preferred choice of professionals for a wide variety of pavement marking applications.

- Advanced Vibration Reduction system removes engine vibration and provides better line quality
- Fully adjustable, 0-3300 psi pump pressure
- Ability to place the guns near the rear axle for straighter long lines
- Combine with Auto-Layout System for one pass dot marking and line marking

---

**Graco FieldLazer 200HS**

The LineLazer V 200HS is the high performance hydraulic stripper you’ll want for your most demanding jobs. The perfect unit for large parking lot jobs, airports, and city jobs that not only require precise line but also demand reflective beads.

- EasyMark Gun Adjustment System
- Dual Comfort Handle Bar System, easy to adjust
- Live-look Display with SmartControl tracks all aspects of the job
- Advanced vibration reduction system

---

**Graco FieldLazer 5900**

The LineLazer V 5900 continues to be the mid to heavy-duty striping solution for professional contractors who recognize the increased productivity this leader delivers. With it’s ability to use 1 or 2-gun airless paint guns there are no jobs too big or small

- EasyMark Gun Adjustment System
- Dual Comfort Handle Bar System, easy to adjust
- Live-look Display with SmartControl tracks all aspects of the job
- Advanced vibration reduction system

---

**Graco FieldLazer 130HS**

The LineLazer 130 HS is a workhorse hydraulic airless stripper for everyday pavement marking.

- EasyMark Gun Adjustment System
- High-capacity Cooling System
- Dual Comfort Handle Bar System
- EZ Align Front Wheel System
- Quick-select Gun Selector
- Honda Engine—Excellent power and proven reliability

---

**High Pressure Airless**

---
High Pressure Airless

Titan PowrLiner 550
.33 GPM
The POWRLINER™ 550 is designed for entry level contractors and maintenance personnel who need a basic line stripe capable of high-spraying pressures for smaller jobs on pavement, grass or turf. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.

Titan PowrLiner 850
.33 GPM
The POWRLINER™ 850 is designed for entry level contractors, sports turf managers and maintenance personnel who need a basic line stripe capable of high-spraying pressures for smaller jobs on pavement, grass or turf. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.

Titan PowrLiner 2850
.92 GPM
The POWRLINER™ 2850 is designed to withstand the rigors of steady, everyday use on pavement, fields and turf. It’s the perfect intermediate line stripe that can handle all one-gun projects too big for the smaller line strippers. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.

Titan PowrLiner 4955
1.5 GPM
The New Titan PowrLiner 4955 has features that deliver more control, convenience and comfort. Included in the new design is the PowrCenter™ dashboard that has features like a handy storage tray, pressure gauge, and cup holder. Features the new SmartArm™ system, a gun boom. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.

Titan PowrLiner 6955
2.25 GPM
The New Titan PowrLiner 6955 has features that deliver more control, convenience and comfort. Included in the new design is the PowrCenter™ dashboard that has features like a handy storage tray, pressure gauge, holder and a 12 volt plug-in for charging smartphones or iPads. Features the new SmartArm™ system, a gun boom. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.

Titan PowrLiner 8955
2.25 GPM
The New Titan PowrLiner 8955 has features that deliver more control, convenience and comfort. Included in the new design is the PowrCenter™ dashboard that has features like a handy storage tray, pressure gauge, holder and a 12 volt plug-in for charging smartphones or iPads. Features the new SmartArm™ system, a gun boom. See all features and specifications at www.usscproducts.com.
**Graco LineDriver + FieldLazer R300**

Convert a walk behindstriper to a ride on for large traffic line markings or athletic striping projects.

- Forward speeds to 10 mph, reverse speeds to 6 mph
- Helps produce a more consistent line thickness
- Patented dual pedal design for forward and reverse
- Exclusive Advanced Vibration Reduction System
- Exclusive FlexBeam Break-A-Way Light System-power pack

**Graco FieldLazer G400**

The newest way to ride with an all-in-one stand-on self-propelled field marking machine. Riding upright is the ideal way for field marking professionals to improve visibility.

- Graco high-pressure airless paint spray technology
- Automatic dashed lines simplify the application of media lines or even an entire cross-country track
- 0-3300 psi adjustable electronic pressure control
- Smooth Ride turf tires for long-straight lines over any terrain
- Large capacity 25 gallon (95 liter) paint hopper included
- 36 Month Limited Warranty

**Newstripe Newrider 1700**

This airless riding field line stripers is a smaller version of our NewRider 5000 Airless Riding Field Line Striper.

- Fully adjustable, 0-3000psi pump pressure
- Floating, front swivel caster allows the spray gun to follow ground contours
- 10.5 HP Briggs & Stratton OHV engine with electric start
- 25 gallon poly tank lets you stripe an entire football field or four soccer fields
- Quick release clamp allows you to remove the spray gun to spray stencils, small curves and hard to reach areas with a 25’ length hose
- 36 Month Limited Warranty

**Newstripe Newrider 5000**

The first true ride-on airless field striping machine designed to produce the brightest, straightest lines on all natural or artificial turf.

- Front wheel drive with rear steering
- Fully adjustable, 0-3000psi pump pressure
- Honda OHV GX390cc. engine with electric start
- 50 gallon poly tank lets you stripe up to four football fields or up to seven full-size soccer fields
- Quick release clamp allows you to remove the spray gun to spray stencils, small curves and hard to reach areas with a 25’ length hose
- 36 Month Limited Warranty
**TITAN LazyLiner™ Elite**
The LazyLiner™ series helps make line striping quick and easy.

- Electric start 211cc Subaru® OHV/OHC (200 watt lamp coil charging system cap
- HD pneumatic tires 16” x 6.5”
- 0-12 mph forward - 0-7 mph reverse
- Engine protection bumper bar
- Multi-position seat (forward/back, side to
- Height adjustable foot pedals
- Hitch not included

**Electric Striping Machines**

**Newstripe EcoLiner**
Battery powered, features a heavy duty, diaphragm pump powered by a 12-volt deep cycle marine battery.

- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Safe operation - no pressurized tanks
- Bi-Directional spray head paints both the front and back of the grass at the same time
- Recirculating pump keeps the paint continually mixed with no settling

**Newstripe EcoLiner Plus**
Battery operated Electric Athletic Field Striping Machine to spray AquaStripe #10 Concentrated athletic field marking paint, see page 7 for details.

- Quick release clamp allows easy removal of spray gun
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Equipped with quick charge 120V plug-in battery charger to provide the fastest charging times
- No hazardous pressurized tanks

**Graco LineDriver**
Convert a walk behind stripper to a ride on for large traffic line markings or athletic striping projects.

- Forward speeds to 10 mph, reverse speeds to 6 mph
- Helps produce a more consistent line thickness
- Patented dual pedal design for forward and reverse
- Exclusive Advanced Vibration Reduction System
- Exclusive FlexBeam Break-A-Way Light System

**Graco FieldLazer S90**
Battery operated Electric Athletic Field Striping Machine to spray AquaStripe #10 Concentrated athletic field marking paint, see page 7 for details.

- 12V Rechargeable, Maintenance Free Battery
- Thinned paint will sprays through easy without settling in the storage tank or clogging filters or tips
- One button operation, add paint and press the button to start
- Tilt-N-Pour removable 6 gallon hopper

**Graco LineLazer ES 1000**
The LineLazer ES 1000 the LineLazer ES 1000 is powered by a 100AH AGM battery – allowing it to be used safely indoors while having the power and performance needed for outdoor jobs. “Go Green” with this quiet, fume-free stripper!

- No Engine Noise
- No Engine Vibration
- No Engine Fumes
- Deep Cycle 100AH AGM Battery
- 120V Capacity / 230V in EMEA
- SmartControl 2.5
- Exclusive Endurance Pump
- New ProConnect System
- New Gun Adjustment System
- Exclusive LineLazer Cart

**TITAN LazyLiner™ Elite**
The LazyLiner™ series helps make line striping quick and easy.

- Electric start 211cc Subaru® OHV/OHC (200 watt lamp coil charging system cap
- HD pneumatic tires 16” x 6.5”
- 0-12 mph forward - 0-7 mph reverse
- Engine protection bumper bar
- Multi-position seat (forward/back, side to
- Height adjustable foot pedals
- Hitch not included

**Electric Striping Machines**

**Newstripe EcoLiner**
Battery powered, features a heavy duty, diaphragm pump powered by a 12-volt deep cycle marine battery.

- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Safe operation - no pressurized tanks
- Bi-Directional spray head paints both the front and back of the grass at the same time
- Recirculating pump keeps the paint continually mixed with no settling

**Newstripe EcoLiner Plus**
Battery operated Electric Athletic Field Striping Machine to spray AquaStripe #10 Concentrated athletic field marking paint, see page 7 for details.

- Quick release clamp allows easy removal of spray gun
- Uses standard 5-gallon pail of pre-mixed paint
- Equipped with quick charge 120V plug-in battery charger to provide the fastest charging times
- No hazardous pressurized tanks

**Graco LineDriver**
Convert a walk behind stripper to a ride on for large traffic line markings or athletic striping projects.

- Forward speeds to 10 mph, reverse speeds to 6 mph
- Helps produce a more consistent line thickness
- Patented dual pedal design for forward and reverse
- Exclusive Advanced Vibration Reduction System
- Exclusive FlexBeam Break-A-Way Light System

**Graco FieldLazer S90**
Battery operated Electric Athletic Field Striping Machine to spray AquaStripe #10 Concentrated athletic field marking paint, see page 7 for details.

- 12V Rechargeable, Maintenance Free Battery
- Thinned paint will sprays through easy without settling in the storage tank or clogging filters or tips
- One button operation, add paint and press the button to start
- Tilt-N-Pour removable 6 gallon hopper

**Graco LineLazer ES 1000**
The LineLazer ES 1000 the LineLazer ES 1000 is powered by a 100AH AGM battery – allowing it to be used safely indoors while having the power and performance needed for outdoor jobs. “Go Green” with this quiet, fume-free stripper!

- No Engine Noise
- No Engine Vibration
- No Engine Fumes
- Deep Cycle 100AH AGM Battery
- 120V Capacity / 230V in EMEA
- SmartControl 2.5
- Exclusive Endurance Pump
- New ProConnect System
- New Gun Adjustment System
- Exclusive LineLazer Cart
PROPERLY CLEANING YOUR PAINT MACHINE WILL REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS AND HELP TO ENSURE YEARS OF TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION.

Designed to remove troublesome buildup from exterior surfaces and delicate interior parts, GT Cleaner works to significantly reduce the risk of job-site breakdowns, leaky hoses and fittings, and pressure-induced paint explosions. Water-based and safe for both environment and user, GT Cleaner is strong enough to remove unwanted paint and gunk, yet gentle enough to leave your machine’s original paint job fully intact.

- Strong, fast-acting formula cuts through dry paint & grease
- Prevents freezing, sticking parts, rust, and corrosion
- Environmentally friendly, non-toxic, no harsh chemical smell

GOOD MAINTENANCE IS ESSENTIAL FOR SAFE, ECONOMICAL AND TROUBLE FREE USE. TO HELP YOU PROPERLY INCREASE THE LIFE OF YOUR BULK PAINT STRIPING MACHINE, WE’VE OUTLINED THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE AND ROUTINE INSPECTION PROCEDURES THAT SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY AN AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER.

1. Perform Pressure Relief
2. Start engine
3. Turn prime valve horizontal
5. Move gun to water pail. Hold gun against pail, trigger gun to thoroughly flush system. Release trigger and put safety ON.
6. Turn prime valve down and allow flushing fluid to circulate for approximately 20 seconds to clean drain tube. Important: If drain tube is not properly flushed, and becomes plugged, sprayer will malfunction.
7. Turn engine OFF

CAUTION: After flushing with water, do not leave water in sprayer. Flush again with oil or Pump Armor and leave this protective coating in the sprayer to prevent freezing and increase sprayer life.

GT CLEANER MACHINE CLEANER

FOR STRIPING EQUIPMENT

Pump Armor

Graco Pump Armor and protectant keeps your equipment in top performing condition and are approved for use in all airless pumps.

TSL - Throat Seal Liquid

Prevents paint and coatings from drying onto the displacement rod and packings and extends pump life. For use in all airless pumps.

Make sure to use fuel stabilizer, preferably Enzyme. Make sure to check engine oil level prior to each use. Make sure to apply throat seal after each 1-2 uses. Make sure to properly clean the machine.
**Football Midfield Stencil**

Our tough, easy to use Mid-Field stencils are available in one piece, or sections based on your budget requirements. Each stencil is made using a tough, 8 mil polyethylene plastic that’s easy to fold and store and will provide years of use. Provide your artwork, or have our in-house creative team tackle it for you.

- Durable, easy to use and store
- Available any size, 1 piece or multi piece
- Made with durable, non-tear 8 mil poly

**Custom Stencil**

Our custom stencils can be ordered to any size or spec, based on your requirements and budget. Let us help you decide based on the application.

All STENCILS are made IN-HOUSE by USSC CREW

**Football Endzone Stencils**

Our one piece easy to handle endzone stencils are made from 8 mil plastic that are easy to fold and store. Extremely durable and will provide years of service. Available in any size, font or design.

Call us toll-free 1-800-278-7473.

**Number Stencils (3’ or 6’)**

Our standard Kit includes 0,1,2,3,4,5 numbers, G and a directional arrow stencil. Number Stencils are available in two heights 3 feet and 6 feet tall and two thicknesses of 1/16 and 1/8 inch.

**Block Letters**

Letter stencils are available using our standard font or custom font of your choice. Letter stencils are manufactured using 8 mil plastic, or 1/16” & 1/8” thick polyethylene, any size.
Plastic Hashmark Sled
These strong and sturdy sleds are easy to move, use and store. It’s so easy, one person can handle it! You’ll find no better way to achieve cleaner, crisper lines, guaranteed. Made of light but durable aluminum.

Aluminum Hashmark Sled
These strong and sturdy sleds are easy to move, use and store. It’s so easy, one person can handle it! You’ll find no better way to achieve cleaner, crisper lines, guaranteed. Made of light but durable aluminum.

Aluminum Line Sled
A must tool for ground maintenance crew to guide and assist them to paint perfect professional looking crisp straight athletic field lines. Eliminate the frustrations of jagged edge lines and/or crooked lines. Designed for ease of assembly and ease of use. Available in several line width sizes.

Plastic Hashmark Sled
Paint your Football Field Hash Marks perfectly every time. Our foldable hashmark stencil is made of 1/8 inch solid plastic. It’s easy to assemble, use and light weight for easy maneuverability and storage.

Soccer Corner Arc Stencil
Easily and consistently paint soccer corner kick soccer arcs every-time. Made of 1/8 inch solid plastic it is easy to use, light weight for easy maneuverability, easy to store yet durable enough for years of service.

Service
If you don’t want to deal with the hassles of doing the painting of the logos yourself then our experienced painting crew will be glad to do the entire project from start to finish. A complete turn-key operation which will include designing the stencil artwork, recommending the correct font sizes and the painting of the logos on site. Our crew is well seasoned to do any project, anywhere, from start to finish.

Show your support for Breast Cancer awareness with our Breast Cancer Stencil Kit. Standard size 4 X 6 & 6 X 10, custom sizes available.
- Durable, easy to use and store
- Available any size
- Heavy duty, will not tear, 10 mil poly
- Kits available
**Measuring Tapes**

- Durable, long-lasting, vinyl-coated fiberglass tapes in ABS shatter resistant case
- Closed reel tapes feature an easy to wind, flush-folding handle
- Open reel tapes feature easy to wind return, handle and shoulder strap
- Printed with inches/feet on one side and centimeters/meters on the other
- Includes end-loop for one-person measuring

**LineMate**

- Designed to help outline the base paths for baseball and softball fields
- Permanent marks on the cable at 45 ft., 60 ft., 90 ft. and 127.28 ft. help you find the right location for all three bases
- 130 ft. cable outlines key portions of the field, extending as far as home plate to second base, while a 240 ft. cord delivers extra length for mapping out foul lines
- Hammer and two spikes are included for setting the cord into place
- Lightweight design is easy to bring out to the field and back into the equipment closet

**Cord & Reel**

- High impact plastic reel
- 740’ of heavy duty nylon twine
- 10” steel spike

**Marking Whispers**

Virtually indestructible, these APWA color-coded Marking Whiskers spring back up when run over by lawn mowers, graders and heavy equipment. They are easily and conveniently attached to wood stakes or to 60-penny nails (not included). Use them alone or in conjunction with other marking products.

**PLeeFix™ Ground Markers**

The PLeeFix™ marker is a ground marking tool that is planted in the soil at line intersections, or, on lines on football, soccer, lacrosse, field hockey, rugby and other grass sports fields. Its different color-coded synthetic grass tufts, of organic origin, are UV-resistant synthetic fibers set on a tough recycled polypropylene-spiral cone base.

PLeeFix™ markers are also used to locate underground objects such as YELLOW for gas tanks, BLUE for water pipes and sprinklers, RED for electrical cables, WHITE to set accurate and clear boundaries, building sites, campsites, and car parks.
**MarkSmart™ (Baseball)**

This Baseball Field Lining kit is the essential kit for properly lining all softball and baseball fields. It utilizes ground sockets to permanently locate left and right foul lines and create a “plumb” line of reference to align home plate with pitcher’s mound, 2nd base, and center field. Kit comes with 6 sockets with plugs, 4 lining pegs, pilot hole tube, and socket setter.

**MarkSmart™ (Soccer)**

An ideal tool for Band Lining Set or setting Football Practice. Mark boundary lines, goal lines, ten yard lines and hash marks. Set comes complete with 30 sockets with plugs along with installation accessory kit.

- Set boundary lines, goal lines, every ten yard lines and hash marks
- Great for band practice fields as well
- Set includes 30 sockets with plugs
- Installation accessory kit

**MarkSmart™ (Football)**

The Kit comes with 50 sockets with plugs and an Installation Accessory Kit (IAK). Mark off a complete football field in 5-yard increments, including goals and hash marks.

- 50 patented ground sockets w/ plugs. Identifies all line intersections permanently
- Simply connect the dots. No More repeated staking & measuring every year
- Includes Installation Accessory Kit
- Lines your Complete Football Field in 5 yard increments, goals & hash marks

**Ground Socket Auger**

- Use to set your ground sockets in place
- Attaches to any standard drill; size: 3/8" shaft, 1 1/4" diameter, 12" length

**ProLine™ (25 Pc.Soccer) or (50 Pc. Football) Layout System**

Newstripe’s ProLine™ Soccer Field Layout Systems is the simplest, easiest and lowest cost way to keep your athletic fields marked, year after year. Just drive the rugged nylon locators into the ground at key field positions, attach the supplied string line to the locators and you’re ready to stripe your field. The locators are permanently left in place so you can precisely remark your field year after year, yet you only need to measure once.

- Safe – Unlike others, ProLine™ Locators have no open holes to catch players’ shoe cleats or fill with debris
- Easy to use – Just attach the guide cord between the locators and start stripping you field. Unlike other locators, the ProLine’s™ unique one-piece design eliminates any additional pegs or plugs to loose or forget
- Quality – Proudly made in the USA, Newstripe ProLine™ products are backed by a 18 month limited warranty
- Inexpensive – Compared to other available products you will save 40 percent or more

**Newstripe (25 Pc.Soccer) or (50 Pc. Football) Layout System**

The SafeMark™ basic sets layout principle markings of a playing field. Additional markers can be used to locate lines for coaches, team, penalty areas and more.

- Easy – Simply locate center line of corners or side lines. Use the included auger and then insert the SafeMark™. Pliable anchors wedge markers in place.
- Safe – Unlike hard plastic markers, athletic shoes and cleats will not skid or catch on the SafeMark™ markers. Plus, they have no surface holes to trip players or fill with debris
- Indestructible – Made from UV protected PolyFoam and come with a three year warranty
- Set Includes: 25 Markers with anchors, installation auger, 600 feet of layout twine and 4 stringing spikes
Day/Night Sideline Markers
- Soft, crushable foam core inside durable vinyl cover
- Improved visibility for day or night games
- Top handles make carrying simple
- Hook and loop fasteners with weighted bottom to maintain upright position
- 15” H x 15” W with 13” H numbers
- 11 piece set includes: 2-G, 2-10, 2-20, 2-30, 2-40, 1-50

Solid Sideline Markers
- Vinyl covered foam with weighted bottom
- Improved visibility for day or night games
- Top handles make carrying simple
- Weighted bottom prevents the markers from falling over in high winds
- 15” H x 15” W with 10” H numbers
- 11 piece set includes: 2-G, 2-10, 2-20, 2-30, 2-40, 1-50
- 5 piece set includes: 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 and G markers

Stackable Sideline Markers
- 13” H, 3 sided pyramid shaped markers
- Made of tough, flexible vinyl
- Stackable for easy storage
- 5-piece set includes: 2-G’s, 2-20’s & 1-40
- 11-piece set includes: 2/G’s, 2/10’s, 2/20’s, 2/30’s, 2/40’s & 1/50

Dail-A-Downs
10-yard galvanized steel chain stands up to rigorous use throughout the season. 8 ft. high chain set lets players know if they’ve made first down or have inches to go. Pre-style down box has 12.5 in. high numbers for easy readability from the sideline. Bull’s-eye design and diagonal three-color banners for visibility on the field. Chain set is fully padded to protect players who run out of bounds or are tackled at the sideline. Available 7.4’ and 8’ flip or mechanical.

Chain Set Carry Bag
- Will hold one complete chain set and down indicator
- Heavy-duty 600 Denier polyester construction
- Size: 99” L x 17.5” H x 5.25” W
- Rugged nylon zipper with wrap around handles and shoulder strap

Pylon and sideline Marker Bag
- Store and protect your sideline markers and pylons
- Web strap wrap around handles for easy transport
- Heavy Duty 600 Denier polyester
- Holds one complete set (11 pieces)

Football Field Equipment Cart
- Heavy duty cart designed to easily transport football sideline equipment
- J-Hooks and strap to carry down marker and chain set
- Steel frame with sturdy expanded metal deck to prevent standing water
- Sized right to carry pylons, sideline markers and goal post pads
- Maneuvers easily with semi-pneumatic casters and pull handle
- Equipped with optional use towing attachment
- 120 lbs

Weighted Anchor-less Pylons
No anchor system required. Stands by itself! Features a safe foam filler with a weighted bottom. Bright, visible fluorescent orange color. Sold in sets of four. 18” H

Stackable Sideline Markers
- 13” H, 3 sided pyramid shaped markers
- Made of tough, flexible vinyl
- Stackable for easy storage
- 5-piece set includes: 2-G’s, 2-20’s & 1-40
- 11-piece set includes: 2/G’s, 2/10’s, 2/20’s, 2/30’s, 2/40’s & 1/50

Anchored Pylons
These official sized pylons anchor into the ground for stability. Features a soft, foam-rubber core with fluorescent orange vinyl outer and a ‘spring-back’ coil system. Set of four includes anchors.

Anchored Pylons
These official sized pylons anchor into the ground for stability. Features a soft, foam-rubber core with fluorescent orange vinyl outer and a ‘spring-back’ coil system. Set of four includes anchors.
Steel Football Goalpost

- NCAA and NFHS compliant
- Official high school size (23’4” wide)
- Zinc and yellow powder coated 5-9/16” steel goose-neck with 6’ offset
- 2-3/8” top aluminum uprights 20’ height
- Adjustable in two directions ensuring crossbar and uprights are level and plumb
- Semi-permanent/permanent installation
- Sleeves for semi-permanent installation sold separately

MAX-1 Aluminum Goalpost

- NCAA and NFHS compliant
- Official high school size (23’4” wide)
- 6” crossbar and goose-neck with 8” offset
- 8’ offset perfect for multi-purpose fields and can be used with a soccer goal models SGP-600AX, SGP-400, SGP-760 and CSG-824S
- 4” uprights 30’ in height
- Adjustable in two directions ensuring crossbar and uprights are level and plumb
- Leveling plate installation
- Powder coated white or zinc yellow (specify color when ordering)

FieldPro™ Football Net System

Ideal for keeping field goals and extra point kicks inside the field.

- 40’ wide net easily raises and lowers with a rope and marine style swivel pulley system with integrated ball bearings
- #36 knotted black nylon net with 3½” sq mesh and ¼” rope border
- 6 5/8” dia aluminum poles (powder coated black if requested)
- Ground sleeves and hardware included
- Dimensions: 40’W x 40’H

Wind Flags

4”W x 42”L streamers with grommets

29” Access Frame and Cover

For use with semi-permanent goals requiring removal from grass or turf fields

- 2 frames and 4 turf covered plates included
- Dimensions: 29”W x 29”L x 11 5/8”H

Football Hinge Kit

Ideal for multi-purpose facilities.

- Allows any surface-mounted MAX-1™ football goal to be lowered and dismantled from ground level by a maintenance crew

Classic “H” Shape Goal Post

- Made from 3.5 in. Flo-coated, galvanized, heavy-wall steel to withstand rugged conditions and ricocheted kicks
- Post caps keep rain out of the uprights, allowing games in sunshine or inclement weather
- Classic H-shape design with official high school dimensions enables simple, permanent installation
- Wind direction flags give kickers a visual guide as they line up field goals and extra points
- Use the goal post with optional ground sleeves (sold separately) for flexibility during the installation process
- Official high school dimensions (23’4”W x 10’H crossbar with 20’uprights)

Football/Soccer Combo Goal

- Meets High School soccer and football regulations
- 10’H football uprights are constructed of 2” square aluminum tubing
- Width of uprights can be adjusted for H.S. (23’4”) or Collegiate (18’6”) play or removed for soccer play
- Soccer goal size - 8’H x 24’W x 3’D
- Post & Crossbars are 14 gauge 2” x 4” steel
- Two-piece engineered crossbar for increased ease of shipping and installation
- Backstays are constructed of 14 gauge - 1.5” steel
- Extremely corrosion resistant galvanized and white powder coated finish
- Goals include backstays, 4mm soccer nets, net fasteners and ground stakes
- Optional Ground Sleeves available for semi-permanent installation

Classic “H” Shape Goal Post

- Made from 3.5 in. Flo-coated, galvanized, heavy-wall steel to withstand rugged conditions and ricocheted kicks
- Post caps keep rain out of the uprights, allowing games in sunshine or inclement weather
- Classic H-shape design with official high school dimensions enables simple, permanent installation
- Wind direction flags give kickers a visual guide as they line up field goals and extra points
- Use the goal post with optional ground sleeves (sold separately) for flexibility during the installation process
- Official high school dimensions (23’4”W x 10’H crossbar with 20’uprights)
## Football Accessories

### Fisher Tackle Wheel
- Teaches players to adjust their angle of pursuit
- Teaches open field tackling and reducing injuries without the use of other players
- Teaches players to wrap up in open field
- 22 oz. vinyl in center, 19 oz. coated vinyl on outside faces of wheel

### Post Pads
- All of our goal post pads meet NCAA and NFHS safety Standards
- Heavy-Duty, double sided, 18 ounce vinyl covers
- 16 colors Available
- Solid polyfoam cylinder with center cutout to match your goal
  (Please provide pole diameter or circumference when ordering)

### Linemen Splits Marker
Great for teaching your linemen and backs your offensive splits. Running backs can learn the holes by running plays without the offensive line. Made of heavy-duty vinyl, the marker features weights at the ends and center to keep it flat on the ground.

### Passing Drill Net
Designed to aid in teaching quarterbacks the mechanics of setting up, throwing and follow through. 3 fixed targets & 2 removable targets that can be placed in desired locations.

### Running Ropes
The adjustable and portable agility master sets up in minutes with slip together parts, no nut and bolts needed. Various sizes available.

### Agility Hoop/Football on a stick
- Get of the line and around the corner with the sturdy 12’ PVC Agility hoop
- Get players to react to the ball not cadence. The 57” finished ball and pole allows the coach to stand and see the entire line of scrimmage

### Step over Dummies
Step over and dual steps are available half round or square in a variety of sizes and colors. The dummies are made of dense foam that allow players to step, hop and quick step up and down for improved footwork.

### Body Shields
Designed for maximum protection and restrained contact. Suitable for junior high through college. Available in several sizes, shapes and colors.

### Stand up Dummies
- Manufactured with high grade foams in combination
- Strong, firm and resilient
- Stands up to rigorous practices
- Available in several sizes, shapes and colors

---

Available Colors
Brute Sleds
The Brute Sled provides a player with an action-reaction concept. Simulating a real game scenario of a collision with another player. A must have for every offensive line coach. Individual components allow stations to be added as needed. Basic sleds can start with 2 man capability and expand as you desire. A 5 man sled can easily be broken down to a 2 or 3 man sled. Available in 11 standard colors.

Pad Options:
Each Brute sled pad’s core is built from high density, 100 lb., impact resistant foam. Durable 18oz. vinyl covers are then double and triple stitched to withstand harsh weather and years of hard use. Choose from 6 pad styles and 11 standard colors.

SackBak
The Fisher SackBak allows players to apply proper tackling technique and follow through. Fisher’s one man tackle sled helps to develop upper and lower body strength while enhancing a players confidence. Available in 2 models.

Standard Colors
- Gold
- Black
- Red
- F.Green
- Kelly Grn
- Maroon
- Orange
- Gray
- Royal
- Navy
- Purple

Solo Kicker (Bow-Solokicker-Bk)
BowNet Portable SoloKicker is a one-of-a-kind portable sports barrier net that works great for kicking and punting practice and warm up, in the park or on the sidelines. No tools needed. Sets up and breaks down in just minutes. Unique design makes it the most portable practice kicker’s net ever. Used by Division 1 Colleges.

- Includes: net, ground frame, composite Bow Poles & carry bag for easy transport
- Huge net measures 7’4” Tall x 4’ Wide
- Weight - 23lbs.
- Bag Size - 50” x 14”
- Box Weight - 27lbs.
- Shipping Box Size - 53” x 9” x 6”
- Set-up Time: 90 sec.

QB5 Portable Practice Net
- Heavy duty, portable net has five sock training pockets to help improve accuracy during short passing drills while remaining stable and upright after every high intense throw
- BowNet’s E.A.S.® technology (Energy Absorption System®) diffuses ball energy throughout the net to extend its lifespan, give more stability and balance, and add flexibility upon impact
- Powder coated steel frame have non-marking rubber feet to prevent damage to floors and provide stability and traction indoor and outdoor
- Sets up in 90 seconds with no tools required - the fastest set up on the market!
- Includes QB5 netting, ground frame, stakes, BOW-poles, and carrying bag for easy portability and storage

Quarterback Targets
- Durable targets help quarterbacks visualize five zones to help improve passing techniques during warm up practice
- Each target is constructed from nylon and individually numbered from 1 through 5
- Targets adhere to BowNet Barrier Nets (sold separately) with hook and loop tabs
- Perfect for use with the 21’ Portable Barrier Net (sold separately) during warm up practices
- Includes five targets and a drawstring carrying bag for easy portability and storage
Baseball Accessories

Diamond Digger
Drag mat can be attached via the built-in hooks at the rear
- Groomer prepares the field for game day and turns over for leveling uneven surfaces
- Hot-dipped frame made of galvanized steel with 4.5 in. sharpened steel cutting teeth
- Included pull chain attaches the groomer to compatible lawn equipment for maneuvering around the diamond

Hand Nail Drag
Made of durable plastic lumber to withstand dragging and towing
- 0.25 in. steel spikes easily penetrate the topsoil to keep your baseball or softball diamond in top condition
- 3 ft. and 2 ft. dragging options can be used to create wide or narrow markings
- Includes pull rope for easy dragging in either direction

HD Drag Mat
- Galvanized steel mesh construction effectively drags and grooms the dirt to create a smooth, even surface
- Maintains the dirt on the infilled baseline, the pitcher’s mound, the batter’s box or the home plate area
- Angle iron on the front of the mat provides smooth dragging performance
- Heavy-duty chain attaches to tractors and other outdoor power equipment for fast, simple use

Mound Slope
- Aluminum Construction
- Bubble level and metal ruler indicate the height and taper of the pitcher’s mound
- Two support rods are included to hold up the ruler and level for simple reference
- PVC storage tube keeps the gauging accessories together when not in use

Enduro Hose Reel System
- Heavy duty, powder coated steel construction
- Large 14” solid rubber wheels for smooth transport
- Includes a 1” x 6’L supply line hose
- Accommodates 150’ of 1” hose
- Complete kit available

Diamond Pump
Pump puddles away at 18-20 gallons per minute with this amazing non-clogging hand pump
- 20 gpm, manually operated pump
- Built-in filter blocks dirt and mud

Plastic Spray Nozzles
- Plastic nozzle adjusts from mist to stream
- Up to 22 GPM (gallons per minute)
- Several styles to choose from

3/4 Or 1” Wetdown Water Hoses
- Heavy duty, rubber construction
- Solid Brass Couplings
- Available in various lengths

36” Field Rake
- 36” Heavy-Duty Aluminum
- Wrap-Around Bracing
- 66” Premium Fiberglass

36” Base Runner
- 36” Heavy-Duty Aluminum
- Gusset Bracing
- 82” Powder-Coated Aluminum

36” Light Lute
- 36” Heavy-Duty Aluminum
- Wrap-Around Bracing
- 82” Premium Fiberglass

36” ProTurf Lute
- 36” Heavy-Duty Aluminum
- Gusset Bracing
- 82” Powder-Coated Aluminum

36” Mound Shaper
- Mounted & Plate Shaper
- 17” Heavy-Duty Steel
- Welded with Four Braces
- 48” All-Steel
- 12” Double Dip
Newstripe’s Infield Groomers feature adjustable cutting depth, drag and roller height positions. Their versatility can address a wide variety of field conditions and maintenance levels. Backed by our 36-month warranty, all feature industrial components and are built with the heaviest material for years of service.

**Dirt Doctor™**

The 4’ and 6’ wide Dirt Doctor models are our heaviest units requiring full-sized tractors and use a 3-point hitch for serious reconditioning up to a 3” depth. Reversible harrow teeth and our unique pulverizer bar with drag section and compacting roller can break up hard packed material, remove grass clumps and leave a playable surface in one pass. Add the optional Finishing Broom for a more refined surface.

**Dirt Doctor Jr™**

Designed for compact tractors or 4WD utility vehicles, the 4’ wide Dirt Doctor Jr features the same type pulverizer bar and drag as the larger Dirt Doctor plus, No Tool height changes. This groomer features an industrial grade tongue jack with swivel caster and optional Finishing Broom.

**Dirt Medic™**

Break up packed surfaces, level ridges and ruts, and finish broom with the 4’ wide Dirt Medic. Built with the durability of our larger units, but weighing less than 200 lbs, the Dirt Medic can be pulled with garden tractors, ATV’s or light utility vehicles. A simple hand crank adjusts angles of both the harrow teeth and planing blade simultaneously. The teeth may be completely raised to use just the blade and/ or broom.

**Nail Drags**

3’ and 5’ widths break up compacted soil for improved drainage. Includes wheel kit that allows for depth adjustment and easy transportation.
Magnetic Super Base
- Base disengages from its anchor when hit with enough force from a slide
- Ribbed base cover reduces the risk of slipping
- Rubber base cover and steel stanchion pan
- Three interchangeable plates allow adjustment of holding strength to adapt to players’ age and skill level

Waffle-Style Home Plate
- Bright white color and black edges provide a reliable target for the pitcher
- In-ground design stays in place play after play for less maintenance between innings
- Rubber construction holds up to aggressive running and sliding to last for seasons to come
- Water-resistant material and non-skid surface

Wood-Filled Home Plate
- Solid wood filling endures repeated plays at the dish
- Black beveled edges and sides keep players safe by reducing the chance of cleats catching as they make it home
- Official size is 3 in. high, so your diamond can accommodate regulation game play

Hollywood Bury-All Home Plate
- All-rubber construction provides water-resistant protection from the weather
- Waffle design can be buried for permanent installation
- Non-skid top lets players cross the plate with confidence
- Black-bordered white plate provides a highly visible target for both pitchers and base runners

Game Base Cart
The perfect choice for transporting and storing your bases.
- Heavy-duty steel construction
- Holds 4 Bases, 1.5 Female anchors & Dugout tool

Pitcher’s Rubber
Designed to be periodically rotated for extended use, this rubber lets pitchers firmly plant their feet for confidence when throwing heaters, curve-balls and sliders.
Tunnel Frames
- Constructed of 2" round, 13 gauge galvanized steel powder coated black tubing
- System includes upright poles, cross member, ground sleeves, cable, clamps, eye-bolts, turnbuckle and snap rings
- Fits all cages up to 14' W and 12' H
- Frame size after installation is 16' W x 12' H
- Net will hang at 11' - allowing 1' on the ground to contain balls
- Recommend: Collegiate Series Tunnel Nets - sold separately
- 3 Section frame for nets 55' and shorter
- 4 Section frame for nets 70' and longer

Foldable, Portable Batting Cage
- Constructed of 2" O.D. 14 gauge flo-coated galvanized steel
- Features a lockable dolly lift system, three 16'D x 4'W pneumatic tires for easy mobility, 3.5 mm weather-treated EHT net with extra baffle net, 18" of ricochet cushion Interior dimensions: 16.5'W x 16.5'H x 11'H
- Weight: 650 lbs

Sandlot Portable Backstop
- 4-gauge galvanized steel
- Heavy-duty weather-treated nets resist wear and tear caused by the elements, making them ideal for outdoor use
- 9 ft. high x 6 ft. wide safety side wings extend to provide up to 28 ft. of backstop and keep the ball contained
- Semi-pneumatic tires can traverse uneven dirt and grass terrain for easy transport to and from the field

Batter’s Box
- Adjustable to the appropriate size for the game being played.
- Adjustable to 3' x 6' (youth), 4' x 6' (big leagues) and 3' x 7' (softball leagues)
- Sturdy steel construction

Home Plate Mats
- For indoor/outdoor cages and on field
- Will hold up to moderate spike-cleat traffic
- Features a thick foam backing with infield white turf lines
- Comes with a heavy-duty throw down home plate

Several options to choose from at www.usscproducts.com

Intermediate Portable Mound
TruePitch® – Any season, any weather. Indoors AND outdoors. Fiberglass base covered with Astroturf®. 6 year warranty on fiberglass shell. For plastic and rubber cleats only. Intermediate: 10'L x 8'W x 8'H. Weight: 220 lbs. Please specify Green or Clay colored turf.

Senior Portable Mound
TruePitch® – Any weather, indoors AND outdoor. For plastic and rubber cleats only. Standard: 12-1/2'L x 10'W x 10'H. Weight: 340 lbs. Please specify green or clay colored turf. 6 year warranty.

Single Wheel Pitcher
- Throws baseballs and 11" and 12" in. softballs from 30/60 mph
- Lightweight design, easy to move
- 110 VAC or generator with a 1/4 HP DC motor for simple operation.

Bullet L-Screen
Heavy-Duty steel frame, 7'H x 7'W (10" pneumatic wheel & 18 oz heavy weight vinyl/foam option)

Pitcher’s Pocket
9 pockets provide a range of targets. 4'2"H x 3'4"W /adjustable height. 60lbs.

Pitchers Protector
- Steel Frame
- 8' x 8' L-Screen

First Base Protector
Heavy-duty 1.5 in. Square, Galvanized Steel frame. 7'H x 7'W for maximum protection

Bullet L-Screen
Heavy-Duty steel frame, 7'H x 7'W (10" pneumatic wheel & 18 oz heavy weight vinyl/foam option)
What to look for in a Soil Conditioner

Many products on the market today call themselves soil conditioners, but they are not all created equally.

1. Know Your Mineral:
   What is the base material of the product? All minerals perform differently. Montmorillonite has the best structure for a soil conditioner.

2. Absorption and Retention:
   Has the mineral been thermally optimized for maximum absorption and retention of moisture?

3. Stability:
   Will your conditioner resist breakdown and deliver long-lasting performance?

4. Color:
   Will the product help you meet the standards for professional looking fields – like a deep red color to enhance contrast with the white ball?

6. Minimal Dust:
   Will the product apply cleanly and not blow away?
EcoChalk
Bright White Chalk for marking lining foul lines on baseball softball fields.
• The whitest line marking chalk available. Packaged in 50 lb. bags with 60 bags per skid
• Conforms to all safe-use requirements of the consumer safety act, NCAA & NFSHA official rules for athletic marking materials

Easy Mound Packing Clay
This deep reddish brown packing clay is ideal for quick and easy building and repairing common wear areas on pitcher’s mounds and batter’s boxes. Also available in pre-formed bricks

Many groundskeepers initially build their batter’s boxes, catcher’s box and pitcher’s mound subsurface with unfired clay bricks. Pro Mound & Easy Mound packing clays are available in compacted, pre-formed bricks to build these wear areas.
• 75-100 bricks for pitchers mound
• 60-80 bricks for each batter’s box
• 30-50 bricks for catcher’s box

Hilltopper
For the first time ever the Hilltopper Infield Mix gives you full control over how you want your field to play without interference from water. For a fast field, simply roll the Hilltopper Infield. For a traditional surface, use our new cutting edge spiking tool and add Hilltopper Conditioner.

Stabilizer
Stabilizer Water Binding Technology keeps your field’s ideal moisture content window open longer. It binds water and soil particles, maintaining stability during rain and releasing moisture into the soil when dry, providing a damp soil consistency longer.

Rain Out Drying Agent
Athletic Field Drying agent turns wet muddy wet field puddles to playable.

Pro Chalkers
Professional quality and look. Features a large capacity hopper, semi-transparent lid, and nylon brush agitator for smooth chalk flow. 2” or 4” line controlled on telescoping handle. Front string guide for accurate lines.

4-Wheel Line Markers (Pneumatic Tires)
• The most durable marker on the market
• 11-gauge steel frame
• 18-gauge galvanized steel bucket
• Four pneumatic tires measure 3.5”W x 10”D
• Easily adjusted to switch between 2 in. dry lines and 4 in. dry lines

2/4-Wheel Dry Line Marker
• All Steel frame
• Heavy duty pneumatic tires
• Easily adjustable from 2” or 4” lines

1 - BBHDDM10 / 100 lb. Capacity
2 - BBHDDM50 / 50 lb. Capacity
3 - BBDLM654 / 65 lb. Capacity
4 - BBDLM252 / 25 lb. Capacity

Alumagoal Heavy-Duty 4-Wheel & 2 wheel Dry Line Marker, which allows groundskeepers to paint precise lines.

Pro Chalkers
Professional quality and look. Features a large capacity hopper, semi-transparent lid, and nylon brush agitator for smooth chalk flow. 2” or 4” line controlled on telescoping handle. Front string guide for accurate lines.

Rain Out Drying Agent
Athletic Field Drying agent turns wet muddy wet field puddles to playable.
1. **FULL INFIELD TARPS & COVERS**
   Protect your baseball or softball field from rain with our full infield tarps and covers. Available in various sizes, colors and fabrics.
   - Available in 6 oz., 8oz. reinforced polyethylene, 10oz. Vinyl (minimum) - 10oz. Vinyl is printable!
   - Waterproof & rot-resistant
   - Pull handles with plastic grips
   - 2 year warranty

2. **SPOT COVERS**
   Cover the areas that are most important and keep your field game-ready. Spot covers are lightweight to handle and take up little space when storing.
   - Several sizes and colors available. (Custom sizes available)
   - Printing available. Promote your team and add your logo!
   - 2 year warranty

3. **WEIGHTED SPOT COVERS**
   Rain covers that stay put without stakes and sandbags. These high quality covers have a stitched in chain edge that weights the tarp down in the highest winds.
   - Available in 6 oz., 8oz. reinforced polyethylene & 18oz. Vinyl
   - 18oz. Vinyl - Polyester fabric with UV and mildew inhibitors
   - Available in several sizes and colors. (Custom sizes available)
   - Printing available. Promote your team and add your logo!
   - 2 year warranty

4. **BASEBALL PRACTICE PROTECTORS**
   Protect your natural turf in front of, around the batting cage and other high-wear areas during batting practice.
   - Available in 8oz. Classic Mesh & 14oz. Armor Mesh
   - Classic Mesh / 3 year warranty (Not for cleat traffic) Armor Mesh covers have grommeted edges and are designed to withstand baseball cleat traffic / 5 year warranty

5. **SIDELINE TARPS**
   Heavy-duty ArmorMesh sideline tarps are made 14oz. extrusion coated yarns & include grommets every 3’. They are strong enough for metal cleats, breathable, do not absorb water and are easy to clean and store.
   - Excellent tear- and burst-strength properties
   - Available in several sizes and colors. (Custom sizes available)
   - Printing available. Customize with lettering and logos
   - Mesh-style Tarp: 5-years. Roller: 10-year pro-rated against defects in materials or workmanship

6. **GOLF GREEN COVERS**
   FieldSaver® Golf Green Cover to help maintain your turf against snow, ice, frost or undesired animal activity.

Tarps vary in material and color. Call or visit ussccproducts.com to check availability

Reinforced Polyethylene is available in the following:

- **6oz. Poly**
  - Silver/White, Silver/Black, White / White
- **8oz. Poly**
  - Blue/White
1. CLASSIC / ARMORMESH WINDSCREENS
Our windscreens are available in many different colors, our custom windscreens are printable so you can add a professional ‘big-league’ look to your chain link fence featuring your school logo, sponsors, brand name and more. Our two most popular styles are Classic Mesh and ArmorMesh. Both are printable and offer maximum UV protection. They have IncredSeal heat-sealed hems with grommets placed at 18” intervals.
- Classic Mesh/8 oz. vinyl coated Polyester
- ArmorMesh/14 oz. extrusion coated vinyl polyester
- ClassicMesh- 84% Shade Density. ArmorMesh -75% Shade
- Available up to 15 standard colors
- 5 year warranty

2. TENNIS WIND & PRIVACY SCREENS
Tennis court windscreens add privacy and wind protection to a tennis court, helping players to concentrate on their game. Available in a variety of colors, fabrics, and are made to your height and length specifications.
- Maximum UV Protection
- Custom printing available
- 5 year warranty

3. BATTERS EYE WINDSCREENS
The batter’s eye provides a darker, more contrasted color so a hitter can see the ball as it gets closer to the plate.
- Durable woven polypropylene fabrics
- Heavy-duty reinforced hems with brass grommets at 18” intervals
- 3-5 year warranty

4. WEIGHTED TRACK COVERS
Track Protectors take the beating in high-traffic areas so your track can stay smooth. Standard or Crossover sizing.
- Heavy-duty mesh retains durability, even from cleats, and allows water to drain
- Available in several standard sizes, custom sizes available

5. PORTABLE FENCING
A durable, cost effective solution for temporary outfield fencing or crowd control. A weighted base keeps the fence in place, no need for drilling and damaging your turf.
- Easy to setup and tear down
- Separates for removal, less storage space required
- Durable, yet soft and easy to handle

6. OUTFIELD PADDING
Attach to any outdoor sports stadium wall to reduce bounce back and prevent injury.
- Available in 2”, 3” or 4” flex foam
- 4” wide sections X the height desired
- One year warranty
Powder-Coated White or Aluminum 3” Round Club Goals

Equip your club, high school or collegiate soccer field with these Alumagoal Natural Aluminum Club Soccer Goals. Players can unleash their hardest shots, certain that the frame’s aluminum construction and TIG-welded corners can handle the toughest attacks. The ball is easy to retrieve when it gets past the keeper, as the included white net and net clips keep it contained. The goal is available in a variety of sizes to accommodate various levels of play and a range of needs in practice or competition.

- Available in White (Powder Coated) or Natural Aluminum
- Built in net clip track
- Backstays are 2” round heavy wall aluminum tubing
- Double reinforced TIG welded corners
- Stainless steel hardware
- Includes 4mm White Net, Net Clips and Ground Anchors
- Includes Back Bottom Bar (24’, 21’, 18.5’ & 12’ models only)
- Meets NFHS specs (8’ x 24’ SGA300 model only)

White SGA300 /Alum SGA320
8’H x 24’W x 3’D x 8.5’B – 330 lbs./pr.

White SGA301 /Alum SGA321
7’H x 21’W x 3’D x 7.5’B – 301 lbs./pr.

White SGA302 /Alum SGA322
6.5’H x 18.5’W x 2’D x 7’B – 260 lbs./pr.

White SGA303 /Alum SGA323
6.5’H x 12’W x 2’D x 7’B – 208 lbs./pr.

White SGA304 /Alum SGA324
4.5’H x 9’W x 2’D x 4.5’B – 134 lbs./pr.

White SGA305 /Alum SGA325
4’H x 6’W x 2’D x 4’B – 118 lbs./pr.

Football/Soccer Combo Goal

- Meets High School soccer and football regulations
- 10’H football uprights are constructed of 2” square aluminum tubing
- Width of uprights can be adjusted for H.S. (23’4”) or Collegiate (18’6”) play / removed for soccer play
- Soccer goal size - 8’H x 24’W x 3’D
- Posts & Crossbars are 14 gauge 2” x 4” steel
- Two-piece engineered crossbar for increased ease of shipping and installation
- Backstays 14 gauge - 1.5” steel
- Extremely corrosion resistant galvanized and white powder coated finish
- Goals include backstays, 4mm soccer nets, net fasteners and ground stakes
Deluxe Club Goal

The 2B3006 Deluxe European Club Goal and its sleek all-aluminum construction is second to none. While meeting both ASTM and HFHS regulations, this goal is great for High School and club teams looking to gain the competitive edge against their opponents. The 2B3006 Deluxe European Goal not only gives you the capability of playing at a high level but also gives you the look of a professional. Whether you play in High School or club team the 2B3006 Deluxe European Club Goal is the goal your team needs today.

Football/Soccer Goal Combo

The 2D301 Kwik Goal Combination Football/Soccer Goal complies with NFSHSA and USSF.

- All alluminum, powder coated white.
- Kwik Lock Net System for net attachment
- Detachable 2’ O.D. X 15’ football uprights
- Soccer dimensions - 8’H x 24’W x 3’D x 8’B
- Football dimensions - 10’H x 23’4”W
  (uprights measure 15’H)
- Semi-permanent

Goal Accessories

We offer a variety of Kwik goal accessories, see more online at usscproducts.com

- Wheel kits
- Goal Anchors
- Nets & clips
- Carry bags
- Conversion kits
**Soccer Accessories**

**Kwik Goal Corner Flags**

The 6B1404 Premier Corner Flags meet NCAA and NFHS standards. The Premier Corner Flags stand 60” H and have a 1” round pole. The black weighted bases make this flag all-surface friendly. The Premier Corner Flags are available in red or pink. Single assembled flag pole weight: 8.5 lbs.

**Reflex Soccer Corner Flags**

Orienting corners for flag installation and perimeter lining, the Reflex Soccer Corner Flags play an integral part in the game and this set gets the job done. The corners serve not only as markers on the field, but they additionally act as reference points for the players. Included with this set are 4 corner flags along with 4 ground sockets.

**Low/High Profile Cones**

Great for drills, games, and races. Coaches and teachers will definitely see tons of uses for these large profile cones. Soft and flexible, cones can stack for super easy storage. Each cone is 6” H x 11” diameter. Sold in package of one dozen. *Cone carrier available separately, it will hold up to 70 cones.*

**Spring Loaded Corner Flags**

Available in sets with four or six flags to orient just the corners or the corners and the midfield, and comes with or without ground sockets for reliable anchoring on the pitch.

**Game Cones**

Easily haul the cone to the court or playing field thanks to the flexible, latex-free PVC construction. With the ability to be stacked, the cone can be placed on top of other ones and tucked away in between each use. Sets = 5 cones. Available 12”, 18”, 28” or 36”

**Corner Flag Carry Bag**

- Carries corner flags or coaching sticks
- Black Only

**TOM® (Training Opponent Mannequin)**

TOM can be used in a variety of ways to complement both skill training and conditioning drills. The most standard use for the Training Opponent Mannequin is for free kick or corner kick training, but TOM can be used as a defender for specific goalkeeper training, for spacing drills for field players, as well as an obstacle for speed drills with or without a ball. The 16B27 Training Opponent Mannequin is made in the USA.

**Air TOM®**

Say hello to Air TOM®, a member of the Training Opponent Mannequin® family. Air TOM® features many of the same capabilities as the standard TOM®, yet is easier to store and transport as it can be easily inflated and deflated (inflator sold separately).

During goalkeeper training, Air TOM® can provide a safer barrier when in its base, and can be easily removed and used as a blocking pad for bumping goalkeepers in more aggressive training simulation.

**TOM® Training Dolly**

Air TOM® is all-surface friendly thanks to its rubber-coated steel base.

**Corner Flag Carry Bag**

- Carries corner flags or coaching sticks
- Black Only
Lacrosse Goal (BowLAX)

Get that extra goal for practice with Bownet’s full-size Lacrosse goal. Portable and lightweight, it’s perfect for camps, clinics and the backyard.

- Weight: 25lbs
- Bag Size: 48 x 10 x 8
- Box Weight: 30lbs
- Box Size: 50 x 10 x 9
- Set-up Time: 80 sec

Lacrosse Net

- Use to replace worn or damaged netting in your lacrosse goal
- Made of durable nylon to withstand tough shots during practice and games
- Braided, knot-less design keeps the net from unraveling for years of use

Portable Lacrosse Goals

- 6’H x 6’W x 7’D official size goal with 4mm net (Club-V4) or 3mm net (B100-V4)
- Folded size: 48”H x 47”W x 13”D
- 1.75” O.D. (Club-V4), 1.5” O.D. (B100-V4), 16 gauge orange powder-coated steel tubing
- Pre-strung net with full perimeter hem
- Carrying strap included
- Improved one-time assembly required

Halo (Bow-Halo)
The Bownet Lacrosse Halo is a portable free-standing net that fits around any manufacturers’ lacrosse goal. The Halo gives you a 3’ protective barrier around the goal with no clips or brackets.

- Ideal for Camps and Clinics
- Recommended for U14 and under
- Portable backyard goal
- Bag Size: 53” x 10” x 9”
- Box Weight: 36lbs
- Box Size: 55” x 11” x 10”
- Set-up Time: 85 sec (2 people)

Bow Crease

All Bownet Portable Lacrosse Men’s and Women’s, arcs and creases are designed to work on turf, grass or the gym floor. Great for practice and youth tournaments and fit around any manufacturers’ Lacrosse Goal. No tools needed and sets up easily in seconds. Good for any age group: youth, high school, club or college.

Lacrosse Goal Cart

- Move heavy goals easily with only one person and without damaging your field
- Constructed of heavy-duty 1 3/8” OD galvanized steel tubing with a long lasting powder coated finish
- Rolls smoothly on 10” semi-pneumatic tires
- Fits most 6’ x 6’ portable goals
**Bleachers & Benches**

![Player's Bench With Back Image](image)

**Player's Bench With Back**
- Seat planks are 10” wide with a ribbed no-slip surface
- Planks are anodized aluminum and will not rub off on clothing
- Legs are constructed of heavy duty commercial grade 2-3/8” O.D. galvanized steel
- Portable models are designed for indoor and outdoor use and come complete with non-marring floor protectors
- Available in Forest Green, Navy Blue, Royal Blue and Red

![Player Bench with Shelf Image](image)

**Player Bench with Shelf**
- Finally, players and coaches have a place for equipment
- Features 10”W powder coated planks
- 20”W rear shelf
- All aluminum construction
- Portable or surface mount (requires drilling)
- Holes in framework
- Specify Color: Royal, Navy, Red, Green

![Portable Aluminum Bleachers Image](image)

**Portable Aluminum Bleachers**
- 2” x 10” anodized aluminum seat planks (no discoloring)
- 1 - 2” x 10” aluminum foot plank on all rows
- Color options available on select models
- 5 Year Guarantee - Against defective materials and workmanship. Our Bleachers are built to the highest standards in the industry
- All Alumagoal Bleachers conform to NFPA and CPSC requirements for safety and design
- Frames - 100% all welded, all aluminum angle construction
- Seat Planks - 10” wide, minimum wall thickness of .085”, ribbed no-slip surface, anodized aluminum which prevents discoloring that can rub off on uniforms or clothing
- Foot Planks - 10” wide, minimum wall thickness of .085”, ribbed no-slip surface, mill finish aluminum
- Front Row Height - 3 row bleachers front row is 16” and rise in 6” increments. 4, 5, 8 & 10 row bleachers front row is 17” and rise in 8” increments

![Vertical Picket Rail Bleachers Image](image)

**Vertical Picket Rail Bleachers**
- Frames are 100% welded aluminum angle
- Bleachers include aluminum vertical picket guardrail system. Pickets are welded for faster and easier installation.
- Features 2” x 10” anodized aluminum seat planks, 2” x 10” mill finished foot planks
- Both double foot planks and riser boards on rows 4 and above for extra safety
- Safety end caps - no sharp edges to snag clothes or skin!
- Some assembly required

![First Class Bleachers Image](image)

**First Class Bleachers**
- First Class Bleachers feature welded aluminum angle frames, vertical aisle with handrail, vertical picket guardrail system
- 4 row bleachers are 130” deep
- 8 row bleachers are 276” deep
- 50% More Leg Room (36” row spacing instead of 24”)
- Superior Sight Lines (14” rise instead of standard 8”)
- Backrests on Every Row (for maximum comfort)
- Wider Seat Planks for Added Comfort (12” wide seat planks instead of 10”)

**US Specialty Coatings**

[Website Link](www.USSpecialtyCoatings.com)
GT GRANDSTANDS

GT Grandstands™, a PlayCore Company, designs and manufactures premium quality grandstands, bleachers and a range of spectator seating options including: Permanent Grandstands, Press Boxes, Existing Structure Renovations, Standard Portable Angle Frame Bleachers, Team Benches, and Custom grandstands and bleachers built to meet your needs.

The GT Grandstands™ Advantage:

- Excellent Customer Service
- Over 70 years of combined experience
- Full five-year warranty on standard bleachers (surpasses one year industry standard) Click Here to View
- Oversized galvanized steel or aluminum angle frames for a life-time of maintenance free service
- Galvanized hardware (will not rust like zinc-plated hardware)
- Chemically cleaned aluminum welds to remove “black” residue
- Extra-strong aluminum plank extrusions
- All of our units can be customized to meet your specific needs or local building code requirements
Beautify your brown, dormant, unhealthy grass, athletic surface or golf greens...

TurfWorks is a super-concentrated, environmentally friendly, long lasting, fast-drying colorant formulated to beautify dormant or unhealthy grass back to a natural green. Turfworks is available in several tints and will resist fading from UV exposure. Turfworks can be applied using boom or backpack sprayers. Visit usscproducts.com for specifications, mixing ratios and FAQ’s.

- Super Concentrate, Mix with up to 15 parts of water
- Dries fast, water-resistant when dry and will not fade, turn blue, or flake from the grass blades
- TURFWORKS can be applied on all types of natural surfaces
- Far less expensive than over-seeding
- Used on golf courses, soccer fields, home yards, commercial lawns
- Great for special events
- Available in 1, 2.5 or 5 gallon pails, 55 Gallon drums, or 350 Gallon totes

Coverage area will depend on the dilution ratio, the height of the grass to be painted, and speed of the applicator used.
BedWorks is a super-concentrated, environmentally friendly, fast dry colorant for rejuvenating old, weathered mulch and pine straw. Bedworks is easy to use. It’s available in Red, Black and Brown color.

- Dries fast, water-resistant when dry and will resist fading
- Works on all types of mulch & pine straw
- Reduce yearly landscaping budget
- Contain no hazardous materials, safe for the environment
- This product is environmentally safe for people, plants & pets

PondWorks

Instantly beautify with black or blue pond dye and control the growth of algae & subsurface growth in the process. Super concentrated formula, 100% Safe for People, Pets and Fish. Call for more information or visit usscproducts.com

- Available in Black or Deep Blue color
- Low cost, safe, easy way of controlling the growth of unwanted algae and unwanted plants
- This product is not an algaecide, herbicide or a pesticide, this product will not harm people, pets or fish
- Works by simply blocking the sunlight to the deeper parts of the pond to stop the growth of algae
- 1 gallon will treat 1 acre pond that is 3-5 feet deep
  (Available in water soluble packets)
Facility Maintenance

Direct to Metal (Goal Post Paint)
Extremely durable, versatile, proven, top quality water-based acrylic coating that resists water absorption, exterior weathering, rust and corrosion. Engineered to form an extremely strong bond to all types metal surfaces. Proven performance when applied on galvanized metal, previously painted metal, iron, steel, metal structures and many other substrates.

- Water based, non flammable, no odor, tough, durable, easy to apply
- Proven performance for painting of Football, Soccer, Lacrosse Goals
- Available in White, Yellow, Neon Yellow, Black, Orange, Clear, Custom Colors
- Dries quickly with to brilliant color. Good color retention. Resists fading

STAINWORKS
Transparent oil base stain that rejuvenates old, weathered gray wood substrates. Designed to deeply penetrate the wood fibers-pores to enhance, accentuate, highlight the wood grains. Does not perform like conventional paints that build-up and completely hide the aesthetically pleasing appearance of natural wood. UV resistant transparent mineral pigments.

- Easy to apply. Works great on new or old wood unpainted surfaces
- Available in several standard and custom colors. Always apply a small trial area first to check color
- Can be applied using brush, roller or spray
- Prevents Mildew and algae growth

STANDARD COLORS:

- Custom Colors are available upon request.

DEFENDER
Protective Concrete Coating
Excellent abrasion resistance, strong adhesion, tough, anti skid, water proof coating for concrete. A proven track record as one of the most durable one component, water based, easy to apply coating to repair, protect and beautify concrete. Cost effective, safe, eco-friendly paint to repair and protect driveways, curbs, walkways, patios, balconies, basements, decks, concrete surfaces.

- Water based, non flammable, eco-friendly, high solids, Low VOC’s
- Available with or without aggregate for spray application
- Apply using brush, roller or spray
- Dries very fast, 30 minutes

STANDARD COLORS:

- Custom Colors are available upon request.
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BARN & FENCE COATING

Premium quality water based acrylic latex coating for wooden fences, posts and planks fortified with asphalt emulsion for flexibility, durability and chip resistance. Formulated with top quality acrylic resin, asphalt and mildew resistant pigments.

- High Performance, water-based, low VOC (volatile organic compounds) water-based protective coating
- Works on all types of wooden posts, wooden fence, wooden planks and wooden barns
- Dries and cures fast to form a extremely durable, long lasting coating
- Coverage 100 - 250 square feet per gallon depending on the porosity of the surface, 3 & 4 board plank fence, for both sides coverage - 16 lineal feet per gallon
- Available in black and colors

DURAPAVE

FAST-DRY PATCH FOR ASPHALT POTHOLES

An easy to use, fast-drying patch for potholes in asphalt. Super tough, extremely durable and applied in just 4 easy steps. Repaired areas can be immediately open to traffic. For use on walkways, driveways, bike paths, parking lots, bridge decks and highways. Made with vegetable-based ingredients for environmental sustainability.

- Made from renewable oils, VOC free, tough, water activated, durable, permanent and cost effective asphalt pothole repair
- Contains NO leachable asphalt, coal tar, petroleum oil cutbacks or environmentally harmful solvents
- Not affected by weather conditions during application. No problems applying in rainy, sunny, hot, cold or moist conditions
- Just spread evenly in the pothole or damaged areas, spray water to initiate cure, tamper down, let it harden and it's done
- Fast application, instant cure and hardness eliminates the need for extensive traffic control expense and down time
- Can be top coated with one of our anti-skid, durable, fast dry, asphalt or concrete coatings

DURASEAL

Restore, beautifully, protect and extend the life of asphalt surfaces with Duraseal. This safe, easy to apply, economically priced coating dries fast to prevent tracking and staining. Use on asphalt parking lots, driveways, streets, roads, asphalt roofs or any concrete substrate. Unlike typical seal coatings DURASEAL does not need heat during application.

- Dries fast. No prolonged down times. No tracking or staining after application
- Recommended for parking lots, driveways, cart paths or any asphalt surface
- Available in asphalt black, concrete gray, heat reflective gray, white, safety green and clear
- Federal studies have shown white paint on parking lots reflects the suns heat and reduces global warming
- Available in 5 gallon buckets or 55 gallon drums

Premium quality water based acrylic latex coating for wooden fences, posts and planks fortified with asphalt emulsion for flexibility, durability and chip resistance. Formulated with top quality acrylic resin, asphalt and mildew resistant pigments.
Traffic Stencils

We keep all standard traffic stencils in stock. We can create custom stencils. Need to show your team spirit, our graphic design-custom stencil cutting department can help. Just let us know what your requirements are Team name, Team Logo, Team Initials, Mascot, Letters, Event Name, Tournament name.

TTP-1952B wb
Regular dry, water based, Federal TTP-1952B traffic line striping paint.
1952B is the right choice for all marking applications that do not require fast dry time. This product can be used for parking lots, curbs, traffic lines and numbers. 1952B dries within 30-60 minutes. Can be used with airless striping equipment or nap roller.

TTP-1952E
Fast dry traffic line marking paint meets Federal Spec. TTP-1952E.
1952E Type II is Perfect for all marking applications that require fast dry time. This product can be used for parking lots, curbs, traffic lines, numbers and more. 1952E dries in less than 10 minutes can be used with airless striping equipment or nap roller.

Supreme (Solvent Based)
Acrylic-Alkyd extremely durable, high grade parking lot paint
Uniquely formulated one component, fast dry, solvent based, extremely durable, tough paint, performs far better than any one component traffic paint available. Use this high performance marking paint for curbing, cross walks & Safety protectors.
Permanent DuraStripe
The most durable, toughest, water-proof, whitest and brightest aerosol field marking paint.
- Permanent line marking for natural grass or synthetic turf
- Will not hurt, kill or turn any variety of natural grass brown
- Environmentally friendly, low VOCs and high solids
- Available in 27 standard colors

Temporary SprayChalk
Temporary and completely removable line, logo and sign marking chalk for synthetic turf fields, asphalt & concrete.
- Easily removable without the use of a strong remover
- Available in bright white and several vibrant colors

Stripe-X Removable Marking Paint
Stripe-X is easy to use and can be applied like conventional marking paint. Stripe-X can easily be removed by using our Stripe-X remover whenever needed. Even though it is a removable paint, it is tough, bonds well to the substrate and is durable. Available in aerosol & bulk.

Standard Traffic Colors:
- White
- Gray
- Black
- Yellow
- Red
- H.C Blue

Striping Services
Our professional, knowledgeable, experienced striping team is the best in the business. You can depend on us for all of your striping and pavement marking needs, including airport striping, taxiway striping, reflective and non-reflective striping and more! Call us for all of your striping needs. 1-800-2-STRIPE

Traffic Colors: Other colors available, see chart on page 10
- White
- Black
- Yellow
- Red
- H.C Blue
Bac-Shield *(Disinfectant)*

Use Bac-Shield RTU to control odor and to restore and maintain the quality of your athletic apparel and equipment.

Athletic apparel and equipment are excellent host environments for odor-causing microbes. Disinfectants and sanitizers kill microbes but offer no lasting protection against re-contamination. Bac-Shield, which is water-resistant when dry, imparts persistent antibacterial properties to treated areas. Bac-Shield "fills the gap" between cleanings by protecting items during use.

Bac-Shield’s active ingredient, Chitosan, is used by major manufacturers of quality apparel for Garment Odor Control. Use Bac-Shield to give the same antimicrobial protection to your own equipment and apparel and to refurbish the antimicrobial qualities of articles that were treated in the past.

**Apply Bac-Shield in…**
- Schools, including in the locker room
- Health clubs
- Training facilities
- Businesses
- Home and apartment, including in the attic, basement, porch, closets, laundry room and workshop

**To protect…**
- Athletic clothing, uniforms and equipment “head to toe”
- Athletic mats and headgear, blocking pads and dummies, and exercise equipment
- Shoe soles/insoles
- Camping equipment

**Bac-Shield is easy to apply**
- During regular laundering of articles at the “fabric softener” phase
- By spraying on the surface after cleaning
- By spraying textiles and equipment “head to toe” after cleaning

Bac-Shield Helps Maximize the Performance and Longevity of Artificial Turf. The warmth and moisture of artificial turf and turf-fill (sand and recycled tire rubber) create welcome environments for mold and mildew. To inhibit their growth and help preserve your investment, apply Bac-Shield to the surface by regular spraying. Spray Bac-Shield on the turf-fill during installation or during periodic refurbishing to help keep the substrate fresh.

Bac-Shield Helps Keep Locker Rooms and Training Areas Fresh

Indoors, locker rooms and training areas provide environments in which odor-causing bacteria, mold, mildew and fungi can thrive. Apply Bac-Shield directly to surfaces or use a mister to help keep odors under control.

**HURRICANE ULTRA *(Disinfectant Fogger)*

Electric Portable Aerosol Applicator (*ULV / Mister*) Dispenses BOTH Oil and Water-based Products. The Hurricane UltraTM is ideal for use in spraying locker rooms, gym equipment, bathrooms & more

- Solid brass metering valve for delivering precise outputs and maximizing use of chemicals
- Low profile tank design virtually eliminates tipping, empty or full!
- Droplet sizes can be controlled for both ULV spraying and residual spraying

Some commonly sprayed solutions are:
- Insecticides
- Disinfectants
- Deodorizers
- Fungicides
- Odor Neutralizers
ATP Field & Equipment Testing
Unclean surfaces can quickly transform a field into a breeding ground of infectious germs and bacteria that can lead to student and faculty illness, resulting in significant absenteeism. Reduce the risk of illness and protect student and faculty healthy by verifying the effectiveness of cleaning with rapid ATP cleaning verification tests. To aid in this effort, the International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA) has developed The Clean Standard, a guide to establishing a framework for objectively assessing cleaning effectiveness in schools and on the field. The Clean Standard recommends the use of ATP cleaning verification to assess and improve the effectiveness of cleaning processes and products to help keep students well!

UltraSnap™ is a user-friendly, all-in-one ATP sampling test used with Hygiena luminometers. This pen-sized sample collection device is easy to use, small, and environmentally friendly. In addition, UltraSnap uses a unique liquid-stable reagent providing superior accuracy, longer-lasting signal strength, and more reproducible results.

Mueller® Whizzer® Cleaner and Disinfectant
Maintenance staff can use the Mueller® Whizzer® 1-Gallon Concentrated Cleaner and Disinfectant to keep gyms and training facilities free of germs. The multi-purpose concentrated liquid formula tackles dirt, fungus, mildew, viruses and odors that linger in locker rooms, bathrooms and workout areas.

- Liquid concentrate acts as a cleaner, fungicide, mildewstat, virucide and deodorizer
- 1 oz. of concentrate mixed with water makes 1 gallon of cleaning solution that can be applied to non-porous surfaces
- Disinfectant can be sprayed directly onto surfaces to be wiped down for the simple removal of germs
- Two included spray bottles each hold one pint of cleaner for use in different areas of the gym and other shared spaces
- 1 gallon bottle of concentrate creates 128 gallons of full-strength cleaner and disinfectant

Pure Green LLC PureGreen24® Disinfectant
- The first “green” hard surface disinfectant registered with the EPA.
- Recognized as a Child Safe product by Grassroots Environmental Education
- Fast bacterial / viral / fungal kill times
- Can be applied in the presence of humans and animals
- KILLS MRSA AND STAPH
- 24hr residual protection against Staph & Salmonella
- Non-toxic, non-caustic and non-staining
- Odorless, disinfects without bleaching

WWW.USSCPRODUCTS.COM
**Football Layout Diagram**

**Hash Marks**
Recommended 24” long and 4” wide

**Yard Markers**
Recommended 24” long and 4” wide

**End Lines and Side Lines**
Recommended 4” wide

**Yard Line Numbers**
Recommended 6’ high x 4” wide. Placement should be 27” from sideline to top of yard line number.

**Width:**
- High School: 23’4”
- College: 18’6”

“Note: Line width must be at least 4” and white in color.

“Note: The sidelines and endlines must be painted outside of the 150’ x 360’ box. The goal lines must be painted entirely within the end zone.”
Pole: Minimum 1" diameter.  
Flag: 5' high.  
Install touching the outer edge of the lines at the corner

10' 20 yds. 10 yds. 10 yds. 20 yds. 10'

Team and Coaching Area  Official Area  Team and Coaching Area

100 to 120 yds. 10 yd. Radius 6' Spot

Touchline

Halftime Line

Goal Line

Goal

5'

Goal Area

Penalty Area

Penalty Mark

HASH MARK (optional)  
(1 yd. in length beyond goal line;  
11 yds. from touch line;  
located at each corner of the field)

1 yd. Radius

8 yds. 20 yds.

18 yds.

12 yds.

6 yds.

55 to 75 yds.

44 yds.

*(Note: In soccer, the lines are painted inside the line of play.)*

*(Note: Team area must be 10 ft. from the touchline.)*